1934 World Gymnastics Championships  
Budapest, Hungary  
June 11-12, 1934

Men's Team

1. Switzerland  
2. Czechoslovakia  
3. Germany

Men's All-Around

1. Eugene Mack        Switzerland  
2. Romeo Neri         Italy  
3. Emanuel Loffler    Czechoslovakia

Men's Floor Exercise

1. Georges Miesz      Switzerland  
2. Eugene Mack        Switzerland  
3. Emanuel Loffler    Czechoslovakia

Men's Pommel Horse

1. Eugene Mack          Switzerland  
2. Eduard Steinemann    Switzerland  
3. Jan Sladek           Czechoslovakia

Men's Still Rings

1. Alois Hudec           Czechoslovakia  
2. Eugene Mack           Switzerland  
3t. Mathias Logelin      Luxembourg  
3t. Jaroslav Kolinger    Czechoslovakia

Men's Vault

1. Eugene Mack          Switzerland  
2. Eduard Steinemann    Switzerland  
3. Romeo Neri           Italy

Men's Parallel Bars

1. Eugene Mack          Switzerland  
2. Josef Walter         Switzerland  
3. Walter Bach          Switzerland

Men's High Bar

1. Ernst Winter         Germany
Zt. Heinz Sandrock    Germany
Zt. Georges Miesz     Switzerland

**Women's Team**

1. Czechoslovakia
2. Hungary
3. Poland

**Women's All-Around**

1. Vlasta Dekanova      Czechoslovakia
2. Margit Koloczy       Hungary
3. Janina Skyrlinska    Poland